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On 9 August 2020 Malibongwe was launched in South
Africa for the first time. This was an historic occasion
for two reasons: the launch was virtual because of
the lockdown regulations which made gathering in
person impossible and this was the first time that this
transnational anthology produced by freedom fighters
in exile was launched to a South African audience since
it was originally published in 1980 in Sweden.
This multivocal edition of the anthology includes
the original preface written by Lindiwe Mabuza
(Sono Molefe), a new preface by Uhuru Phalafala, an
introduction by Makhosazana Xaba and the original
poems. Some of the poems are written by women
who now find themselves in political positions in
post-apartheid South Africa (such as Baleka Mbete
and Lindiwe Mabuza), some have since passed away
and others no longer write and have disappeared
from the cultural and political imagination. The lives
of the freedom fighters whose poetry is featured
in this anthology beg the question: who is a poet?
Makhosazana Xaba (13) refers to the women featured
in the anthology as comrades-cum-poets. The idea that
women in MK camps—freedom fighters training for
an armed struggle—in exile would have been aspiring
writers and poets has not featured in the country’s
understanding of their lives.
In her preface, Phalafala highlights the significance
of this anthology by mapping out its transnational life
and the resonance it had globally as it was translated
into a myriad of European languages. This is the irony
of the collection: it was able to have international
reach and yet it has taken 26 years since the political
shift from apartheid to democracy for the book to
be published in South Africa. While it is fitting to
celebrate this collection’s new season in South Africa,
it is also important to hold the celebration together
with questions of erasure and why it has taken so long
for this anthology to become part of the South African
literary landscape. Phalafala’s experience teaching
Black Consciousness poetry by men for almost seven
years left her uneasy and she was “nagged by the
silence and absence of women in that unfolding radical
moment” (8). This is the nature of erasure in South
Africa’s academy: an overwhelming presence of writing
by men even while the question ‘where are the women’
has been consistently posed in order to challenge the
erasure of women. This anthology is the answer to
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that nagging feeling and the challenge to the erasure of
women’s writing.
The original foreword written by Sono Molefe
(Lindiwe Mabuza) in 1982 begins, “Suddenly there
are women poets from South Africa.” These words
seem to be in conversation with the challenges women
had in other literary communities. In 1989 Boitumelo
Mofokeng had written a review essay in response
to Staffrider’s commemorative edition of its ten-year
existence. In her essay she posed the question “where
are the women?” (41), because the edition had left out
the work and the names of most of the women who had
contributed to Staffrider in the ten years of its existence.
Both Mofokeng and Molofe echo the concern about the
ways in which women’s writing can fall through the
cracks of history making. And, seemingly, Phalafala is
doing the same by resuscitating this anthology in 2020.
Even while the tradition of black women’s
published poetry stretches as far back as the 1920s
with the poetry of Nontsizi Mgqwetho (and further
back if oral poetry by women could be traced) there is
still a need for every publication of women’s writing to
be a historical event because of the ever-present danger
of erasure. For Xaba, this anthology is particularly
important for younger writers and researchers who fall
into the traps of recency. This anthology is especially
important in this regard because it “excavates the
names of poets whose wrinkled hands contemporary
Black women poets need to know about and then
acknowledge whichever way they see fit.” (12) These
poems are not only part of the feminist intellectual
history and archive but are also part of the imaginative
worlds of women who dreamt about the future we now
experience.
The anthology includes incisive protest poetry,
which is at times sharp and at times tender and heartbreaking. There are six sections in the anthology:
“Africa shall be free”, “Birth and genocide”, “Spirit of
Soweto: the ghetto, massacres, resolve”, “Women in
struggle”, “Our men who fought and died and fight”
and “Phases of struggle: resolution, exile, perspective,
love, call to justice and arms”. Each of the poems find
resonance with questions about how to make freedom
meaningful; questions that continue to plague South
Africa. The poems point to the unfinished work of the
liberation movement because the past refuses to leave
us alone. Lindiwe Mabuza’s “Super-women (Grown
by apartheid)” invokes the women who “sing the amen
of vigilance” (96). This “amen” reverberates into the
present and the future. Even while the past refuses
to be forgotten, the future is still a possibility, as Ilva
MacKay points to in her poem “Mayibuye”: “the sons
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and daughters of Africa remained hopeful / one day /
some day / our mother will be returned to us” (84).
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Transcendent Kingdom is unlike Gyasi’s earlier novel,
Homegoing (2016). It transcends the slavery narrative
to depict the present day consequences of slavery and
the colonial encounter, migration and the search for
the transcendent Other/order. More importantly, it is
a shockingly empathetic uncovering of drug addiction
and depression, their various facets, the sufferers’ pain
as well the suffering of the victims’ loved ones. Yet again,
Gyasi shows us her mastery of the tackling of big societal
issues. Borrowing from the scientific parlance of Gifty,
the protagonist of Transcendent Kingdom, depression can
be described as occurring “where there is too much
restraint in seeking pleasure unlike addiction where
there is not enough” (36). It is around the depiction of
these issues that other themes are woven into the text.
Narrated through Gifty’s eyes, it tells in a back-andforth manner, the story of her family, born and raised in
the southern American state of Alabama. She and her
family suffer the consequences of the racially stratified
history of the United States as they face racism daily
in their social and work lives. This results ultimately
in their clinical issues of addiction and depression as
well as abandonment and family disintegration: “[…]
my mother didn’t know any better. She thought the
God of America must be the same as the God of Ghana,
that the Jehovah of the white church could not possibly
be different than the one of the black church […]. [T]
hat day when she first walked into the sanctuary, she
began to lose her children” (145, 146).
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Having immigrated to America from Ghana with
her little son and eventually her husband, Gifty’s
mother is in search of a better life so she can offer “her
son the world” (209). The only black family in an allwhite southern church, Gifty, her mother, father and
brother (Nana), find a place where her mother can
hold on to something bigger than herself. In a similar
manner Nana, frequently the only black boy on his
soccer or basketball team where he faces racial slurs,
finds solace in being the best player on the court. The
racism is what in due course leads to Gifty’s father,
the Chin Chin man’s return to Ghana. This is because
in America, he can never be fully expressive without
provoking fear and paranoia in the white individuals
who he comes across, eliminating his chances of a
holding a good job and reducing him to a subordinate
role in his family.
The Chin Chin man’s return to Ghana signifies the
beginning of the end of the family’s unravelling. Alone
and the sole caregiver of her children, Gifty’s mother,
The Black Mamba, succumbs to depression when
her son, the light of her life and reason for moving to
America, overdoses on heroin and dies at a very young
age in the parking lot of a Starbucks. Nana’s condition,
like The Black Mamba’s depression, is not dealt with
head on. The reasons for this are the denial, shame
and ignorance surrounding these issues, as well as the
failure of basic human compassion and fellowship in
the all-white church and the fair-weather Ghanaian
circle which Nana’s family associates with.
Through Gifty’s telling of the bewildered pain of
her young age and the shame and guilt of her adulthood,
the reader comes to care deeply about her family and
wish for their redemption. This is not to be, as the slow
but steady dismantling of the family continues, leaving
her to bear the brunt and cope in any way she knows
how. She chooses science as her anchor which is why
Transcendent Kingdom is also a bildungsroman detailing
Gifty’s search for knowledge of the nature of the world,
existence and life in a metaphysical manner and then,
later, through a scientific, methodical approach.
The novel is loaded with scientific ideas and facts,
giving readers insight into the work of neuroscientists
as it intertwines with the life of Gifty’s family. Gifty
strives to answer questions which have plagued her
childhood and shaped her adulthood—“I don’t know
why Jesus would raise Lazarus from the dead but I
also don’t know why some mice stop pressing the
lever and other mice don’t” (169). This seems to be the
transcendent equivalent of what ultimately becomes
her doctoral research questions—“Can an animal
restrain itself from pursuing a reward, especially
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